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FUTURE EMISSION-FREE VEHICLES: 
ELECTRIC MOTORBIKE TEST DRIVE AT PT PAN BROTHERS Tbk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

Tangerang, October 25, 2022, PT Pan Brothers Tbk (the Company) received the Indonesian Shopping 

Center Retailers and Tenants Association (HIPPINDO) visit to introduce electric motorcycle. This 

activity is carried out as an actual effort by the Company in supporting the priority issue of the 2022 G20 

Presidency of Indonesia related to emission reduction, where Indonesia raises its emission reduction 

target to 31.89% in 2030 with an international support target of 43.20%. 

 

 On this occasion, HIPPINDO came with 3 

brands of domestically made electric 

motorcycles in order to introduce the readiness 

of Indonesian technology and products in 

implementing emission reduction targets, 

whose brands consist of: United, Volta, and Alva 

One. These brands each brought 2 electric 

motors which are specially provided for the 

Company's employees test-drives. Dozens of 

the Company's employees have welcomed this 

initiative and have tried the convenience of 

driving with an electric motorbike.  

 

Mr. Budiharjo Iduansjah as the General Chair of HIPPINDO said that HIPPINDO supports Indonesia's 

energy transition through the transition of oil-fueled vehicles to electric fuels. The vehicle transition is 

targeted to be able to have a positive impact on reducing air pollution, as well as assist the government 

in suppressing fuel subsidies which are in line with HIPPINDO's work program related to environmental 

care and partnering with the government.  
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In line with Mr. Budiharjo, Mrs. Anne Patricia Sutanto welcomed the initiatives carried out by HIPPINDO 

and also conveyed the importance of the energy transition. Reducing emissions through the 

development of the use of green technology has become one of the main targets for the Company as 

stated in the commitment of the Company's 10 Sustainable Development Goals. Therefore, the opening 

of the opportunity to test drive electric vehicles in the Company's area is a form of commitment and the 

first step taken by the Company through product introductions accompanied by continuous surveys.   

 


